W H AT’ S NEW AT
O REG ON FLOWE RS ?
SPECIAL
POINTS OF INTEREST:
COMING
SOON:
Snowball: The beautiful Snowball is aptly
named for its white
clusters of flowers produced at the ends of the
branches. They are
about the size and shape
of their namesake.
Available the last week
of April!

Bearded Iris: These
tall, elegant and brightly
colored flowers are
recognized all over the
world due to its regal
beauty as the fleur-de–
lis. They will be available
in a variety of colors in
May.
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French Tulips
Among the largest and most breathtaking tulips are the French Tulips. These take your
breath away beauties are a strong statement in any arrangement or simply standing
alone. Oregon Flowers grows these spectacular flowers from about April till the beginning of May. Known for their amazing quality and vibrant colors these are some of the
most impressive tulips you will ever see. Wrapped in a “French tulip Paper” with
webbed top to keep them upright and straight.
Packing: 10 stems per bunch and packed 12 bunches in a tulip box
Length: 24”-30”
Longevity: 7-14 days
We at Oregon Flowers pride ourselves on
having the highest quality and most amazing
French tulips. In order to get
the best quality we do not try
to extend the season. By
growing French Tulips when
the season allows we are able
to achieve the best quality for
this time of
year along with a wide assortment of colors. We plant
25 different varieties that will
be
available
over a 4-5 week
period including
the straight yellow Moonwalker and the most popular
white Maureen. The variegated Design Impression and the doubles like
Renown Unique and Princess
Unique
a re
some of the
popular styles..
Another unusual variety is Brown Sugar,
with its sweet brownish color
it is unlike any other color
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found in flowers. Double Maureen is a
brand new variety to join the other doubles
Renown Unique and Princess Unique.
A few varieties will be available starting the
first week of April. Varieties will change
throughout the month so use
them while we have them!
They might not
last!
We will start
with the early
varieties, these
include Moon Walker and the
“Impression group” (Pink Impression, Salmon Impression, Red Impression, Apricot Impression and Design Impression). The mid season
varieties to expect are La
Coutine,
Avignon
and
Orania. To end
the season you
can expect late
season varieties such as
Maureen, Double Maureen,
Renown Unique
and
Princess
Unique.

